ABSTRACT. Let / and g be analytic in the unit disk |z| < 1. We give a new derivation of the positive semidefinite Hermitian form equivalent to ls(z)l Í: l/(2)l> f°r l2l < Ii ^d use it to derive Hermitian forms for various classes of univalent functions.
Introduction.
In this paper1 we derive positive semidefinite Hermitian forms that characterize various classes of functions. The derivations use a general result about majorization.
We use the definition f(z) 
>0
whenever limsup/^o,-, (^rj x/fc < 1. The majorization theorem is a little known result of Schur [4] . Hermitian forms are found for functions of positive real part, functions starlike of order a, close-to-convex functions, spirallike functions and typically real functions. Sharp coefficient bounds are also derived for |ao|, \a\\, (02!, where I ^2'k=oakzk\ ^ 1 and a new bound on |an| is found. The positive semidefinite Hermitian form that characterizes positive real part functions is identically zero for some functions; these functions are of the form P(«) = E"=i t3(l + Xjz)/(1 -xjz), tj > 0, \xs\ = l,j = 1,2,...,n, £"=11} = 1.
For the Hermitian forms characterizing bounded functions and the class of functions majorized by a fixed function / we also find the functions which make the Hermitian forms identically zero. Finally we consider the following extremal problem: let P = lf(z) = l + JTckzk |Re/(z) >o| and F be an analytic function of n variables, and find max/€p |F(ci,C2,... ,cn)|. We show it is solved by a positive real part function of the form n n f(z) = 5^tj(l +XjZ)/{l -ZjZ), \Xj\ = 1, tj > 0, ^tj = 1. where ci,C2, and C3 depend only on 61,62,... ,6n. Since detß < 0 for large |6n+i|, we have c\ < 0 and we can write |6n+i -a\ < r where a and r depend only on ci,C2,C3, that is, on 61,62,... ,6n.
If H(z\,... ,2n+i) = 0 for some Z G An+i then detß = 0 and |6n+i -a\ = r.
For these particular coefficients 61,62,... ,6n it is necessary to choose 6"+i on the boundary of the disk. hen Rep(2) > 0 and by Lemmas 7 and 8 it is unique. We now assume that at least one 6j• ^ 0, 1 < j < n -1. For this case the proof is by induction on n. For n = l,6i is given and 0=i/(2i,0,...,0) = |221|2-|6i2i|2
implies that 6i = 2e%1. Then in order for p(z) to have positive real part, it is necessary that 0 < H(zuz2) = |2«i -2el^22|2 -|2e,'"i*i -Y b2z2\2.
When 2i = -e,"!22, we find that -|22|2|62 -2ei2~i\2 > 0 so that 62 = 2ei2\ Similarly, 6fc = 2etfc\ and p(z) = (1 + e^z)/(l -e^z).
We prove the statement for n: if 6i, 62,. -., 6n are given and not all zero and Z G An satisfies H(Z) = 0 then p has the required decomposition. We will also assume that H(z\,... ,2fc) > 0, for all (zi,...,zk) € Ak, k = l,2,...,n-1. Otherwise the induction hypothesis applies. Lemma 10 explains how the induction hypothesis will be used and proves Theorem 5 in the case H(2i,... PROOF. Consider the polynomial of degree 2m, t2mD(bi/t,... ,bm/t) for each m < n -1, (see (6) Also, since (1 -s)2mD(ßi/(l -s),...,ßm/(l -s)) is a polynomial in s and in e** we know that the choice of s* depends continuously on the coefficients of the polynomial and hence on 4>. Thus the coefficients of Q9-, ßk/(l -s*) -(bk -2s*elfc*)/(l -s*), A; > 1, depend continuously on <p and so does bn(<p).
By Lemma 7, bn(4>) = a + re*"1^ where a and r depend only on 61,62,... ,6n-iLet T = {e*^: 0 < <t> < 27r}. The path V is closed because bn(4>) continuous implies that i(<f>) is continuous.
It is a nonempty subset of the unit circle by Lemma 11. If it is not an open subset of the unit circle then there exists -yn G T such that for all e > 0, {e11: |-y --yol < e} G T. Essentially, the path reverses direction at ^o and retraces itself along the unit circle. Thus there exist 4>\ and 4>2 such that 4>i < 4>q < <f>2 and e*'1,(*,) = e**1^, that is 6n(^»i) = bn(4>2). From Because of the correspondence (1) a similar result holds for bounded functions. Schur proved a comparable result, [4, pp. 221-227] (see also [6, p. 159]). REMARK 3. Similar results can be derived for the other classes of functions in Theorem 4 by using the correspondence between them and functions of positive real part. Also, Lemma 7 which shows that all possible values for the nth coefficient (given the preceding coefficients) lie in a disk can be proved for other classes of functions. The proof does not depend on any special characteristic of functions of positive real part. In the next theorem we use this lemma to show that the solution of certain kinds of extremal problems on the class of functions with positive real part is in the subclass of functions for which H(Z) = 0, Z G An-By first proving an analogue of Lemma 7 for some other classes of functions we can also prove a theorem similar to Theorem 15 below, for these classes.
